2017 NOVELTIES
7 ANNA LLC
Expo stand

D-48

Snabb E1 Carbon weights less than 13
kg. It features best parts
available on the market,
like the latest 1x12 SRAM Eagle drivetrain, Rock Shox Pike absorber, Reverb
seatpost and many others. The rocker is made from a single aluminium
piece. In combination with the new damper assembly standard, it offers
incredible lateral rigidity.

ALJOT SP.J.
Expo stand

E-2

The new-generation PROX AVIOR I x POWER CREE
headlight is a part of the high- power lamps line. It
features an innovative, ring-shaped LED designed to
avoid dazzling those in oncoming traffic. When used
during the day, the lamp makes us more visible. CREE
LED-light of a maximum 1,000 lumen-power works in the
four modes. The aluminium housing protects the headlight
from the rain. The lamp is powered with an external, 4x1500
mAh capacity battery housed in a rubber bag.

ABS SERVICE LLC
Expo stand

D-65

eLUBE Hybrid Fork Grease is a waterproof silicone lubricant that reduces
friction. Ideal for seals, O-rings, shock absorbers’ sleeves lubrication.
Advanced FORK Grease composition makes it a perfect choice
for shock absorbers seals. eLUBE
is a new manufacturer - the
lubricants market’s entrant.
Check it out!

AMP SOURCE LLC & LP
Expo stand

E-23

SELLA ITALIA STORICA a stylish leather saddle.
Handmade, with attention
to every detail, with the
use of the best quality
materials. Steel, chrome
rods. Weight: 505 g.
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ANGRE PHU
Expo stand

D-26

APG CO. LP
Expo stand

G-28
®

Bobike MINI ONE seat with a cover, designed for
children aged 9 months to 3 years with weight - 9
to 15 kg. Made of durable materials, the seat has
three-point safety belts, an Easy-Click buckle,
adjustable footrests and a comfortable, waterproof
EVA soft-foam padded seat-piece. It comes with an
original wind-shield. A separate A-HEAD mounting
adapter for mounting the seat on a bicycle handlebars or frame. Available in 7 colours.

MOON ARCTURUS-AUTO - automatic day
switch-off and night turn-on, battery-saving
mode, 7 work-modes, power up to 70 LM,
working time 1,2 17 hrs., Li-Po battery, charged
by micro USB port. Dimensions 57,5x28,5x19.
Made of high-quality materials in COB technology.

ARKUS & ROMET LLC
Expo stand

F-2

Romet 2017’s collection features innovative
technologies and advanced
materials. Bicycles that are
even lighter, faster and more
functional. The new generation Swift Link suspension,
Boost technology, carbon
frames and tyres in Plus
standard provide for better traction and driving confidence. An
extensive electric-bikes product assortment is much more than
just a market response - this is also a trend-setter of changes.
Expo stand

F-2

Expo stand

F-2

2017’s Romet Monsun and Mustang
- Cross Country bikes, born to win.
Low weight, dynamics and steering these are Monsun and Mustang inborn
qualities. High-grade carbon fibre,
lightweight aluminium and carefully
selected components guarantee that our
bikes stand to the test at the competition
key-moments. Both models are designed
to boost your sports potentials.

ASPIRE SPORTS S.R.O
Expo stand

C-14

Romet JIG Plus 2017 - cut out
for great fun on the single-tracks. This season sees
another JIG PLUS model with
this standard tyres and extended
fork travel. Even greater traction
and confident handling.

Cannondale has unveiled
the next generation of
truly iconic Scalpel
- Scalpel-Si model.
The new Scalpel is the
most advanced, modern
cross-country bike to
ride on technically difficult routes. At the same time it is the
market’s lightest and stiffest full-suspension XC.

ASPERIA GROUP LLC

BBF BIKE GMBH

Expo stand

G-12

Expo stand

F-11

FORCE PILOT sports backpack - the highest
quality products that for an attractive price.
The backpack capacity - 10 litres. An inside

CTX 1.5 cross-bicycle is a classic which
offers proven and reliable components enhanced with excellent finishing-quality and

water-bottle grip for a bottle of up-to 3
litres. Equipped with reflectors and special
pockets for phones and keys. Braces made
of breathable mesh. Fastened also around
the waist and chest. Weight - only 456
grams.

affordable price. Aluminium cross-frame for
real men, Suntour SF14 NEX shock-absorbing suspension fork, 27-speed Shimano,
Herrmans aluminium hubs and rims Schwalbe Tyrago tyres with a reflective stripe,
Shimano BR-m355 disc brakes. Colour: dark grey, mat. CTX 1.2 24-speed bike
with a Shimano Altus derailleur, versions for men and women.
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BERNARDI COMPONENTI PER CICLO S.R.L.
Expo stand

D-29

With more than 5.000 items, BRN catalogue
is the finest selection of products for those
who just love bikes and those who build
custom bicycles. If you look for fixed, race,
MTB gears, bike parts and accessories ...
inside the BRN catalogue you’ll find real
Italian style design and infinite ideas for
your passion. Visit www.brn.it !

BIBAL DISTRIBUTION
Expo stand

G-29

Uebler X21S DC is the only carrier
with reverse-sensors which cooperate with a receiver plugged into
a cigarette lighter socket. When
you change into a reverse gear,
the receiver signals barriers and
the distance is presented on the
display. A foldable carrier houses 2
bikes; load capacity - 60 kg. www.ueblerpolska.p

BIKE ON WAX LLC
Expo stand

E-35

A clean-it-all bucket - all
you need to keep your bike well
maintained and safe: a cleaning foam,
chain oil, polishing pads, etc. The kit
also includes a leg-on reflection pad
and information kit on how to take
care of your two wheeler. The bucket
is also available in the variant which
includes the Velock system. For more
information go to bikeonwax.com.

Expo stand

E-35

Magnesium Bath Flakes
MRS System line - regenerative products. Recover full strength and stay fit
after an intense workout or after a hard,
stressful day at work. A magnesium bath
helps to regenerate body and mind. The
cost of treatment - one week 14.99 PLN,
one month - 49.90 PLN.

BIKEMAN
Expo stand

E-35

Velock Insurance
Poland’s first, genuine cycling
insurance - available from January
2017. comprehensive and third party
insurance as well as personal accident
insurance; new and old bicycles. Each
biker will find a solution tailored to
match their individual needs. Details
available from our Bike Expo team.

Expo stand

E-19

Topeak Ninja P - a super-light pump (62 g) hidden inside the seat-post to
keep the clean lines of your bike, while still easily accessed when needed.
Capacity - up to 11 bars. Its mounting ring secures the pump, the included
position-indicators keep track of your seat height after you have used the
pump.

BIKELINE
Expo stand

F-16

Widget
A British specialist in fenders for road and urban bikes.
The assortment includes
a wide range of products
- classic and avant-garde,
reflective, aluminium and
translucent.

Expo stand

F-16

Chapeau
The brand created by cyclists
who long for stylish clothes made
of the finest fabrics. The offer
includes numerous classic-style
and bright-colour products,
ranging from hats through T-shirts
and shorts.
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BIKERSHOP LLC
Expo stand

E-15

BLUE PILL
Expo stand

C-69

Northwave Extreme RR ultra-light road shoes with X
FRAME enclosure system which
makes the shoes perfectly fit the foot.
The special system creates a new possibilities; combined with the well-known SLW2 scheme makes
it possible to distribute forces evenly and eliminate pressure points on the
foot. The New Extreme RR weighs only 220 g; available in black and yellow.
BIKERSHOP - EXCLUSIVE NORTHWAVE DISTRIBUTOR IN POLAND.

Spinner, famous for its shock absorbers has expanded its offer to
include drop-type seat post - change saddle height without any
tools. An easily accessible lever hidden under the saddle (DSP-L)
or a shifters mounted on the handle bar (DSP-R) come in handy
when you need to change height.

COSSACK

DITRO DEPORTIVO LLC

Expo stand

G-32

Expo stand

A-1

Cossack-bike cruiser 24”,
26”, 28” collection is

Space Scooter is a cosmic scooter
in new colours-range. In spring, the
distributor introduced the three X580

targeted to all urban bike
lovers and beauty connoisseurs. Timeless design, high
quality components and,
above all comfort make Cossack bikes must-have products for the 2017’s
season.

models with attractive-colour range
platform, wheels and brake cables.
Space Scooter X580 is available in
four colours: white, black, pink and
blue. Full product range at www.
spacescooter.pl.

ECOBIKE

FSA/VISION

Expo stand

G-31

Expo stand

C-24

S-CROSS models are our flagship bikes
with in-frame battery and 350W motor EcoBike 2017’s developments. S-Cross
feature: very strong batteries 36V 13 Ah
with Japanese PANASONIC cells. Inframe batteries allow for 110 km range.
The powerful, 350 W motor and a large
LCD display.

VISION Metron TT - newest generation
of top-of-the-line Metron crank-set with
superior aerodynamics and stiffness - perfect
for time-trials and triathlon. The crankshaft
mechanism has been designed and optimized
with the use of CFD simulations and analyses - with
crosswind the shape allows for 7.5% less drag than its
already fast predecessor. Weight - 744 g.

GEOBIKE SP. LLC

HARFA-HARRYSON

Expo stand

D-45

G-bike BAD SERIES - electric
bikes on the carbon framework
off-road use. Motors of up to
3000 W and battery with the
capacity of up to 40 Ah provide
a max speed of 80 km / h and
ranges of up to 85 km. Bikes
feature high-class suspensions and braking systems and braking-recharging
battery systems.
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Expo stand

D-6

MAVIC COSMIC
CARBON PRO SLC
wheels - simply
unrivalled NACA-profile light rim supported
with machined braking
surface. Made of carbon in the iTgMax process with the use of specially selected
resins. This combination stand for extremely fast and the controllable wheels set. „So
fast, they need the best braking”.
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HSE MATEUSZ PYTKO
Expo stand

E-25

Rotor
Crank-based power meter is now a must-have for those
who ride on roads and in MTB. The Spanish ROTOR company
will put on display its double sided power measurement crank 2INPOWER. Wireless ANT +
transmission and Bluetooth. The crank is made of 7055 aluminium in specialist CNC machining
process. Li-ion battery powered, USB cable supplied. Arms length - 165 mm, 170 mm, 172.5
mm and 175 mm. BCD 110. Q-factor 148 mm. Separate measurement of power output for each
leg. And you see which elements to work on. Available in race-bike and BT versions, come in matt
black. Weight - 645 g.

KORUNDI LLC

Konsbud HI-FI LLC
Expo stand

TSG
TSG is famous for its helmets and protective gears; now it has increasingly marked
its presence in the sector of cycling
clothing. For years Timo Pritzel, Amir
Kabbani and Sam Pilgrim in addition to
many other outstanding cyclists have
used TSG helmets and knee-guards (Technical Safety Gear). These helmets
are best described with TSG slogan: „Designed by Riders”. Despite different
personalities and styles they represent, all appreciate the TSG garments. The
summer 2017’s collection comprises new t-shirts, shorts, hoodies, bike jerseys
and socks in attractive colours and fabric-print. PRESTO goggles - a sizzling
novelty (always 2 panels included).

D-28B

Expo stand

Jamo Digital DS1 - a wireless Bluetooth®
speaker & bicycle light. Another ride around the
city? Take your favourite music with you, use
a convenient combination - a wireless speaker
& cycling light DS1. A simple controller for adjusting the volume, play and pause,
receiving phone-calls; no need to take eyes off the road. Bright and efficient LED
in head-light provides good visibility. A handlebar holder included - for a firm and
secure grip of your DS1 speaker.

Expo stand

G-8

Assembly spray Trezado Fast Montage
You cannot go without it whenever an air-compressor is not at hand. The container includes
a ready-to-use sealant - pressure of 4.5 bar. Its
hose provides container’s reliable connection with
the valve. Capacity 125 ml, price - 54.90 PLN

G-8

Trezado Valves systems for tubeless
Two air valves, inserts and tools go
with the Tubeless Ready seal-kit.
Sealing tape allows to convert
#F37021
C-0 M
- 70tubeless
Y - 100 K - 0
traditional tube
wheels
into
compatible, presta type with replace#808285 C - 0 M - 0 Y - 0 K - 60
able core.
Weight: 4 g, price - 69.90 (2 pcs.).

Expo stand

G-8

Repair spray Trezado Turbo Repair
Repair spray for instant repair of
a tyre-puncture. The container includes a ready-to-use sealant - pressure of 4.5 bar. Seals and inflates the
tyre at the same time. Capacity - 100
ml, ideal for 29 and 27.5 inch-tyres.
Price - 49.90 PLN

KROSS S.A.
Stoisko nr

E-5

Kross Level B + - the
new XC version designed
hand in hand with Kross
Racing Team cyclists
and Maja Włoszczowska. A unique frame features new geometry, composed of two
types of Torrey carbon-fibres. Very light (size S -only 970 g) yet extremely durable.
The bike is equipped with the what is the best from SRAM, DT Swiss wheels and
Schwalbe tyres.
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Stoisko nr

E-5

Kross Parsec 2200 - supreme
quality lamp designed for riders
who are ready for a night ride,
regardless the conditions.
Equipped with three Cree
XM-L2 LEDs for light intensity
of 2,200 lumen, intelligent
temperature control system and advanced lithium-ion battery, the lamp
boasts extremely long work-times.
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KROSS S.A.
Expo stand

E-5

Le Grand in 2017 introduces
a new collection of urban
accessories. BUDAPEST
- a comfortable 2 in 1 backpack also used as a bicycle
panniers; hooks provided for quick and confident
mount on the bike’s carrier. Goes pretty well with
the new on the offer - the urban helmet URBO for
increased safety without compromise on looks.

LANG & CHARUCKI LLC – COLNAGO POLAND
Expo stand

D-6

Colnago C60 full-carbon
frame construction combines
all Colnago brand’s characteristic elements . A bike dazzles
with Mavic Cosmic PRO
Carbone SL wheels and the
revolutionary, digital, wireless
SRAM Red eTap drive.

LEADER
Expo stand

E-25

Expo stand

POLISPORT GROOVY FF bicycle seat mounted on the seat tube,
child weight - 9-22 kg. Fresh and ergonomic design. Its arm-rest
shape provides additional comfort for children, integrated side-impact protection. Groovy also offers integrated foot protection,
increased lateral protection. The new & improved, reliable buckles
can be operated with one hand. A safe mounting bracket has
a double locking system. Available in 5 colours. All features provide for the child’s safety and
comfort. Compatible for helmet use.

MACTRONIC LLC & LP
Expo stand

E-41

E-25

Design your own seat! We will make your ideas
come to life. This will be your own seat. You can
be sure that no one else can have the same design.
Bring us your design - your own work, a photo or
graphics you have seen. If you do not have your own idea, take
advantage of our suggestions. For more information please visit
www.leader.pl

MAJDLLER JAN MAJCHROWSKI
Expo stand

D-9
www.compasstires.pl

Noise 03 XTR features great power, outstanding robustness and Polish designer’s
minimalist concept. A wide, perfectly
distributed yet extremely strong (up to
700 lm) light beam. Made of aircraft aluminium - durable, water and hit resistant.
A leader among the rechargeable bicycle
lamps.

Since 1988, Compass has been
a rapidly growing manufacturer of
tyres and tubes. As befits a major
manufacturer, Compass boasts innovations and high quality of tyres they
offer. Tyres and inner tubes come in
a range of sizes - from 12 ‚’ to 29 ‚’.
Majdller is our exclusive distributor.

MALAVI LLC & LP

MESSINGSCHLAGER GmbH & Co. KG

Expo stand

D-25

Bolle The One Road Premium - road racing helmet with
perfect aerodynamics. Ventilated with 31 inlets you can
open or close, depending on weather. Each helmet is
equipped with: interchangeable, high-quality winter and
summer linings, safe and convenient size adjustment system, removable visor,
a protective sack, ‘Sunglasses Garage’, a 2-frequency LED, adjustable straps,
quick fastening system, Safety QR Code which contains information about the
cyclist and contact details - really helpful when accident assistance is needed. 2
sizes, weight - 280 g, 2 year-warranty.
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Expo stand

C-19

M-Wave – Air Bullet - Who rides tubeless, knows the problem: air has to be pumped with a compressor into the tire,
so this one sits flush in the rim. With the M-Wave Air Bullet
it is also possible via floor pump. In the pressure chamber,
pressure will be built up with fewer strokes, it can now be
fired into the tire.

PATRON SYSTEM LLC & LP

MONTERIA
Expo stand

G-25

PROFESSiONAL BIKES

Monteria Barracuda is definitely
our flagship model. Based on
a modern carbon frame with UD
fibres, made in RMT technology,
the bicycle has been equipped
with SRAM X0 / X01 accessories and Rock Shox SID shock absorber. Its weight of 8.95 kg makes it a real
sport-spirit bike.

Expo stand

E-9

PATRON - integrated safety system
for a cyclist. On-line and call-centre
supported, PATRON provides immediate help in case of accident or
a bicycle theft. PATRON is equipped
with a motion sensor, so that your
bike is localized in real time for you
to feel safe.

POLBIKE JULIUSZ KABATH
Expo stand

E-12

Diamondback 2017’s novelties - an Full-range electric
bike - All-Mountain Corax
2.0 27+ FS EMTB - designed for swift rides on mountain paths. Speed 
and power boosted with BOSCH CX battery and Shimano XT 11 s drive - for
extreme experience.

Expo stand

Raleigh Mustang Elite does
everything a regular road bike
does, but it does it with the
added comfort of the big tyres.
The tyres, provided you run
them at a suitably low pressure (recommend about 65psi), give the Mustang
Elite a very stable ride character. It isn’t easily knocked off line on a asphalt,
rough road surface, mud or gravel.

Expo stand

Expo stand

E-12

E-29

E-29

Shockblaze Harmony E 6000
Nexus 11, DB. - brand’s new
development. City-type bike
on the „wave” frame. This model is a combination of modern design and
excellent quality. A perfect choice for long weekend getaways and everyday
city rides. The battery provides for a fast and smooth ride, even if you run
out of power.

Saveno Carrera is a new design
and features a new frame.
Comes in a number of colour
options and frame-sizes (from
13 „to 19”). With wide tires
and well-suited equipment,
it has become mountain paths and forest trails specialist. Carrera model is made
of carefully selected components - a compromise between good quality and
affordable price.

POLEDNIK S.R.O.
Expo stand

E-29

Saveno Swift with small,
20-inch wheels can be
folded to fit the size of
a small suitcase. Trouble-free transport in a trunk of the car as well
as in urban transport. Ideal for short distances, e.g. city rides at peak
hours.

Expo stand

C-34

GELMAX - short, summer cycling gloves. Top:
soft, flexible, quick-drying mesh, lycra, reflectives,
Forway flexible fabric, thumb-scrunchie, reinforced
edge between thumb and forefinger. Palm side: synthetic leather, gel-pads, silicone handles for easier
gloves take-off, silicone imprints to improve grip.
Colours: black, red, sirio. Sizes: XXL, XL, L, M, S.
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POLKA BIKES LLC
Expo stand

C-61

POLSPORT GROUP LLC
Expo stand

E-27

Polish manufacturer’s
new product line - light
and stylish bikes - Polka
Bagażówka. Bicycles for
men and women feature
bold designs; fully
equipped with 3-speed
Nexus hub offer pure bike-riding pleasure! See all Polka Bikes at www.
polkabikes.pl.

Vector - a new multi-purpose Orbea bike. A blend of
low a weight and strength, normally reserved for more
expensive bicycles has successfully
been used in the model. Now
it is an ideal vehicle for commuting
and a park-tour. If you do not know
whether to choose a city bike or
race-bike, Vector is the answer.

PORĘBA FHU

ROTWILD – DUDA-CARS S.A.

Expo stand

F-21

Expo stand

D-31

Look Keo Blade2 CR 30th Anniversary - pedals most commonly used in
a professional peloton. Now available
in a special, limited edition package
to mark the 30th anniversary of the first
carbon-fibre frame to win the TDF. The
unique design and superior performance come with a very attractive set of accessories. Join us at our expo
stand and ask about more details.

Duda-Cars is the official distributor
of the German Rotwild bicycle-brand
to Polish market. The model on show
is our cross-country segment offer
for 2017. A versatile mountain bike
with Fox full suspension and Shimano
XT drive. It features precise control
and a racing geometry. You are most
welcome to become familiar with our offer.

ROSEWHEEL POLAND

SAIKO

Expo stand

D-46

A direct importer and distributor
of ROSWHEEL and Sahoo branded
bike accessories. We offer the
maker’s largest selection of smartphone-cases. We also have a very
large selection of bike panniers.
Complete products portfolio
available at our website: www.
roswheel.pl.

Expo stand

C-28

SAIKO DOOM 50 mm is a robust
and impressive 26” rim that comes
with Cruiser and Chopper. It is
great for drift, street use, 4X, FR,
DM. Thanks to its strength, SAIKO
DOOM 50 mm is also suitable for
e-bikes to make it run even faster.

SCOTT SPORTECH POLAND LLC
Expo stand

E-46

Spark new models offer three types of wheel sizes
(27.5”, 27.5” PLUS and 29”), three suspension travels
-100 mm, 120 mm and 130 mm. Three different carbon
types - SL HMX, HMX, HMF. The Spark RC SL 700 frame
weighs only 1,749 grams (with a damper). The Spark RC
SL 900 frame weighs only 1,779 grams (with a damper).
Owing to Boost standard, our 1x RC frames have been
optimized and have become even stiffer. The new SPARK
family consists of 16 high-end models.
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Cadence Plus aerodynamics,
comfort and
top-safety level. The
helmet designed so that
you can tear off a few precious
seconds during the race.

E-46

Expo stand

The new Scale models offer three types of wheel sizes and three fork-travels.
The Scale RC SL frame (both models in 700 and 900 versions) weighs only
849 g. The new Scale offers a balance between all the improvements we wanted
to apply in order for a bike to be light, comfortable, stiff and offer a perfect power
transmission. The more advanced technologies which have been combined,
the less compromises that would reduce performance and ride-pleasure

E-46

Expo stand

Addict 20
DISC - HMF

Expo stand

E-46

Supra - today’s style, safety
and excellent fit integrated
into one helmet. All of this at
a price point which ensures
even the most cost-conscious cyclists can benefit
from the very latest
in helmet safety technology.
Expo stand

E-46

Centric PLUS - a new helmet designed
and developed hand-in-hand with our
world-class MTB and race cyclists. We boast
extensive aerodynamics know-how; thus it has
been easier for us to design a well-ventilated product
and with the lowers possible air resistance. Results achieved
by optimizing air flow both outside and inside the helmet.

carbon fibre
frame and
fork. Syncros
components
and disc
brakes!

SELLE MONTE GRAPPA SRL
Expo stand

E-46

E-Silence - a modern
electric bike with an
aluminium frame. Sleek,
stylish design, frame-integrated battery with no
visible cables.

Expo stand

C-22

Selle Monte Grappa - distinguished by the fact it is exclusively manufactured
in Italy. Range of products has been expanded to include a new line of saddles
and bags in different colour combinations and Vintage style. Designed,
realized and manufactured to the
comfort and practicality of the cyclist
Not only practical - they enhance
the aesthetics of your bicycle. www.
sellemontegrappa.com

SHIMANO BICYCLE PARTS POLAND LLC
Expo stand

F-1, Z-10

Black Chili blends synthetic and natural rubber compounds for unprecedented performance. Rolling resistance reduced by 26%, 30% better
grip and 5% greater wear-resistance. Black Chili blend offers exceptional qualities, constant from the first to the last kilometre.

Expo stand

F-1

Pearl Izumi Quest - classic 8-panel
ergonomic design ensures a proper fit, the
bib-upper mesh breathes well and provides
stability and support while eliminating
waistband bunching. The Tour 3D Chamois
keeps you comfortable in the saddle, and
SELECT Transfer fabric is chafe free and
wicks moisture.
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SHIMANO BICYCLE PARTS POLAND LLC
Expo stand

F-1

Expo stand

F-1, Z-10

DRIVO - ELITE most advanced trainer
in the latest embodiment - equipped
with an integrated power meter, ANT
& + Bluetooth Smart communication.
Strength training on virtual routes with
a slope of up to 22% available with
the use of My E-Training app. Integrated, adjustable supports and a transport-grip.

Shimano STEPS E-8000
- electric MTB drive with
250 W (70 Nm) motor and
a a large battery (500 Wh)
offers long-range travels.
A lightweight, rigid Hollowtech-II and full-colour, intuitive display allow you to hit routes which have
not been available before. This can be controlled with a smartphone
or tablet.

SIMPLA S.C.

SPEED DURO

Expo stand

E-6

Expo stand

C-68

Ubiquit - all-purpose set of
bicycle fenders with 4 mm
wires for narrow profile tyres
bikes, 28” wheel. Produced
in two-component technology
and available in two versions:
Chameleon and Urban. The rich colour range with versatile mounting
system.

New to the Polish bicycle
market: the American Classic
MTB 29 RACE TUBELESS lightweight, competitive-race
tubeless wheel-set. Wheels
have been cut out for MTB
Cross-Country. Weight: front
670 g, rear 789 g, 1,459 g
- a pair.

SPORT TEAM LLC

SPORTIMPEX PPHU

Expo stand

E-18

Expo stand

G-36

2.0 ACTIVE EXTREME
WINDSTOPPER - made of
a thin, lightweight and elastic
micropolyester with Gore Windstopper® membrane panel. The
fabric is a combination
of six-channel and hollow
fibres; keeps the body temperature and very quickly drains surplus of water
for best body-temperature management.

SICARO kickbike - the
new-combination of
a push-bike on inflatable
wheels. This product has
been designed for a great
fun, efficient travel from
A to B point, helps to keep
well-tuned body! We also offer wireless direction-indicators for cyclists which
come as a bags placed under the saddle, on a backpack or backpack overlays.

SUN BABY

TAURUS Z.P.H.

Expo stand

G-14

„Little Tiger” T400 - a tricycle for children. A new
model of the popular „Little
Tiger” series (the T500
twin-model was awarded
in Kielce Bike BIKE-EXPO
2015’s competition). T400
is designed for children aged 1 to 5, adapted to the child’s age with
add-on - take-off accessories.
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Expo stand

C-59

BMC Roadmachine - the Expo will
see Polish première of Roadmachine - the new road bikes. Away
with the „you cannot have it all”
myth! The Swiss technology
is a trend-setter for bikes - top
quality regardless the terrain.
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TAURUS Z.P.H.
Expo stand

C-59

TOTAL SPORT LLC
Expo stand

G-33

With space for three bikes and the
ability to add a fourth, this towbar
carrier is a technical marvel for all cyclists. The simple “Just Click” system
makes it easy and secure
to mount. Additional features - foldable wheel-rail, an integrated lock and tilt-system.

Superior XF29 Issue - the lightest
frame on stock bicycles. It features
a revolutionary HI Modulus Carbon
technology - top-strength carbon-fibres. Very short chain-stay allows to build a compact and fast bike. Comfort
and racing-fit geometry - the top part of the frame built for a comfy ride,
the lower part is very stiff for maximum power transmission. The DT Swiss
wheels and shocks.

TRISOLUTION

UVEX

Expo stand

D-5

Expo stand

E-17

PowerBar® Energize
Mango Tropical 55
g. PowerBar has
developed the world’s first carbohydrate chocolate bar in 1986. Energize
bars have been constantly improved. For many sports-people this has
been the best source of carbohydrates in a solid form; easy to chew and
digest.

Jakkyl HDE - advanced Enduro
helmet. With a detachable chin
protector can be transformed into a full face
helmet for complete protection. The model
features Uvex technology and systems Double inmould, Monomatic and FAS
system. Adjustment - one of the most
advanced systems - BOA.

VELO LLC

VITESSE LLC

Expo stand

F-18

Accent Peak Lady - Accent Peak 29
frame wins more and more hearts;
now time for the ladies’ edition.
Peak Lady frame is made of 6061-T6
aluminium, its geometry perfectly
fits female anatomy. Main features
- low frame head-tube, low support
and short chain-stay.

Expo stand

C-64

VITESSE ULTIMATE - a versatile road-racing suit with
streamlined Aero cut, a combination of the highest
quality fabrics. Abrasion resistant, quick- dry textiles
for perfect sweat transportation. Silicone-free PGE tapes
in the sleeve- endings to hold sleeves comfortably in
place. VITESSE ULTIMATE 3D insert perfectly optimizes
shock absorption and protects sensitive areas. For more
information go to vitesse.pl

WEEHOO POLSKA
Expo stand

F-18

Dartmoor Blackbird Pro - uncompromising enduro bike. Designed to ride in toughest conditions, perfect
for effective and hassle-free up-hill ride on steepest slopes. Suspension
with extended damper in conjunction with superior shocks by Rock Shox
for a very sensitive performance.
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Expo stand

G-35

The i-Go Blast trailer - Weehoo
one-wheel trailer for the youngest
travellers aged 1-4. Adjustable
seat and footrests. The lightest
and cheapest version of one-wheel Weehoo trailers. Recommended weight - 36 kg. The trailer
compliant with CPSC, ASTM and
EN standards.

2 0 1 7

N O V E L T I E S

WERTYKAL S.C.
Expo stand

D-38

3T Exploro - the first aerodynamic gravel bike
designed by engineer Gerard Vroomen, until
recently a chief designer of Cervelo.
The bike combines rigidity, aerodynamics,
huge tyre clearances and comfort. Polish
customers can get hold of the package with
two wheel-sets: 650 MTB 2.1 tyres and
700x25-40 mm road-tyres; Exploro may become one bike for many applications gravel through roads.

WHYTE – J.R. MOTOR-SERVICES G.B. LLC
Expo stand

G-27

Whyte stands for continuous
innovation and technological
progress. Our bikes win prizes and the boast enthusiastic
reviews. We makes us proud!
Outstanding and original
geometry make our bikes
front-runners. This is enhanced with ride-qualities, attention to detail and
unique appearance.

WINORA-STAIGER GMBH
Expo stand

E-8

Expo stand

E-8

Haibike has introduced new
electric bicycle drives - Yamaha PW-X. This is the world’s
only manufacturer to integrate
the drive-cooperating display
in handle-bar stem. The engine
features an enormous torque of 80 nm reached much faster than in previous
PW.

Winora presents
Winora Manto - a new,
electric city bike with
the frame-integrated
battery. This centre of gravity shift gives us better control over the bike and
provides for a greater functionality.

WOODEN BARREL

ZASADA LLC

Expo stand

G-34

The brand offers
custom bikes combine for those who
love wood and
bicycles. Hand-made of precious Polish and exotic wood types. Each bike is
individually tailored to suit your needs. Designed to delight the owner, but not
only ...

Z-TECH LLC
Expo stand

C-72

Barcelona is the latest model on
offer. The classic-reference line
combined with high quality. A classic-look bike has been designed with
the use of the latest technologies.
A simple and rugged design is right
for urban rides and recreation.
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Expo stand

E-31

Do you think MAXIM Quick is a traditional collapsible bike? Nothing
further from the truth! What may
come as a surprise is its battery
and controller hidden in the bicycle
frame and the engine that looks like
a traditional bicycle hub. MAXIM
Quick is much more than a bike you can fold and transport. Enjoy an easy
ride supported with the electric assisting it has been fitted.

